
ACP Smart MedicineSM from STAT!Ref
Access Over 500 Clinical and Diagnosis Treatment Options on Any Device

ACP Smart MedicineSM is a web-based decision
support tool designed to provide healthcare
providers with rapid point-of-care evidence-based
guidance. The only clinical decision support tool
developed by a professional society, ACP Smart
MedicineSM provides original content specifically
developed for Internal Medicine.

ACP Smart MedicineSM is peer reviewed 
information designed to be the clinical practice
manual for physicians, internists, residents, nurses
and nurse practitioners, medical school faculty and
students, as well as all clinical practice teams for
the standard of care. This point-of care, evidence-
based, decision support tool provides authoritative
and current guidance for quality patient care.
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•  Targeted content and STAT!Ref’s powerful 
search engine ensure you get relevant answers fast

•  Bulleted, streamlined structure provides immediate 
access to hundreds of evidence-based recommendations 
on diagnosis, therapy, prevention, screening, and other topics 
related to the diseases that you treat every day

•  Available on the STAT!Ref Mobile App for access anytime, anywhere

Recommendations are presented in a concise, organized format and include key information practitioners need to
deliver high-quality patient care:

•  Key points on the disease or condition
•  Instructions on diagnosis
•  Evidence ratings
•  Common and effective therapy recommendations
•  Tables of prescribed drugs for specific conditions
•  Follow-up procedures
•  Patient education information
•  Links to current, underlying evidence
•  Complementary information touches on alternative medicine, ethical and legal issues and more
•  Content focuses on common and everyday conditions
•  Recommendations (including evidence-based ratings) are regularly updated by ACP experts
•  Ratings are based on the quality of the underlying evidence
•  Drug information is presented in comparative drug tables
•  Differential diagnosis tables help users make the right diagnosis quickly



ACP Journal Club, published by the American College of Physicians, is the 
quintessential EBM journal, and is often positioned near the top of the EBM 
pyramid. ACP Journal Club's general purpose is to select from the biomedical 
literature articles that report original studies and systematic reviews that warrant
immediate attention by physicians attempting to keep pace with important 
advances in internal medicine. Articles are summarized in value-added abstracts
and commented on by clinical experts.

AHFS DI® Essentials™ is designed to offer health professionals easy access to
knowledge that is critical at the point-of-care. Essentials™ monographs draw on the
meticulously evidence-based guidelines in the full AHFS DI® database, distilling for
the health professional the essential information on prescription and key over-the-
counter (OTC) drugs in an easy-to-use, highly structured outline format. Essentials™
is designed to be the first resource practitioners consult for fast answers at the
point of care. AHFS DI® remains the compendium that offers insight into the 
evidence behind the answers.

Integrate STAT!Ref's ACP Smart MedicineSM with 
Content from the STAT!Ref Collection
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